
Unicorn Dreams Blanket … Happy Rainbow Square 

Cute Crochet Makes 

Happy Rainbow 
Hook size :3mm and  4mm 
 

Yarn: Stylecraft Special DK in Candy Floss, Lemon, Spring Green, Sherbet, Apricot, & 
a small amount of Black. 
 

This pattern is written is US terms 
 

US Terminology                      UK Terminology  
SC – single crochet                       DC 
DC – double crochet                    TR 
SLST – slip stitch  
ST - stitch 
MR – magic ring  
CH – chain 
(  ) – indicates all stitches to be made in one stitch. 
 

Hooked By Robin’s YouTube tutorial of my pattern 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=PYZXp3jqpwg 
 

Granny Square use 4mm hook and CLEMATIS 
 

1. In a MR, CH5 – counts as 1st DC and CH2.  In ring (3DC, CH2) 3 times. 2DC and SLST into the 3rd CH of the  beg CH5 to join. (20sts). 
 

2. SLST twice into the previous round CH2 space. (CH5, 2DC) in the same CH2 space. * 1DC in each ST across with (2DC, CH2, 
2DC) in the next corner space  Repeat from * around finishing with 1DC in the beg corner space. SLST into the 3rd CH of the 
beg CH5 to join.  (Each side has 7DC with CH2 between). 

 

3. – 6 . Repeat Row 2. (1DC into each ST with (2DC, CH2 2DC) in each corner).  (Row 6 - Each side has 23DC with CH2 between). 
 

7. SLST twice into the CH2 corner space.   (CH3 – counts as SC and CH2, SC). * SC in each ST across with (2SC, CH2, 2SC) in the corner 
space.  Repeat from * around finishing in the beg corner space with a SC and SLST into the CH1 of the beg CH3 to join. Fasten 
off yarn. (Each side has 27SC with CH2 between). 

 

Rainbow - use 4MM hook 
 

CH1 and TURN at end of each row. CH1 does not count as a ST throughout. 
 

1. Using WISTERIA . CH10. Make (2SC) in the 2nd  CH from the hook. * SC in the next ST, (2SC) in the next ST. Repeat from * to 
the end of the row. Fasten off yarn.  (14sts). 

 

2. Join CLEMATIS on RIGHT side of work . * (2SC), SC. Repeat from * across. (21sts). 
3. SC in each ST across. Fasten off yarn. (21sts). 

 

4. Join SHERBET on RIGHT side of work. * (2SC), SC in the next 2sts. Repeat from * across. (28sts). 
5. SC in each ST across. Fasten off yarn. (28sts). 

 

6. Join SPRING GREEN on RIGHT side of work. * (2SC), SC in next 3sts. Repeat from  * across. (35sts). 
7. SC in each ST across. Fasten off yarn. (35sts). 

 

8. Join LEMON on RIGHT side of work. *( 2SC), SC in the next 4sts. Repeat from * across. (42sts). 
9. SC in each ST across. Fasten off.  (42sts). 

 

10. Join APRICOT on RIGHT side of work. *(2SC). SC in the next 5sts. Repeat from * across. (49sts). 
11. SC in each ST across. Fasten off yarn. (49sts).  

 

12. Join CANDY FLOSS on RIGHT side of work. SC in each ST across. (49sts) 
13. SC in each ST across. Fasten off leaving a long tail to sew rainbow onto square. (49sts). 

Cheeks - Use 3MM hook and CANDY FLOSS. Make 2. 
 

1. In a MR make 6SC. SLST in 1st SC to join. (6sts). 
 

2. (CH1, 2SC). (2SC) in each ST around. SLST in the 1st SC made to join. Fasten off leaving a long tail. 
(12sts). 

 

EYES - Using BLACK yarn make 3sts in the same place between the 2nd row of green and sherbet.  
 

MOUTH  - Sew a line 4sts apart. Bring the needle through the middle of the mouth and slightly pull it down 
and sew back through the square.  Attach cheeks either side  (see photo). Pin rainbow diagonally on square 
and using long candyfloss end sew around taking care when doing the striped ends to sew through the 
underneath of the ST so it does not show on the front of the rainbow. 
 
 

This pattern is property of Cute Crochet Makes and may not be copied, resold,  shared or made tutorials of. You may 
sell items made using this pattern, but please credit Cute Crochet Makes as the designer.     www.cutecrochetmakes.com 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=PYZXp3jqpwg
http://www.cutecrochetmakes.com/

